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Mazel Tov to the
following families,
who made it
O’Fishel at their
recent weddings:
Grants, Weingots,
Bernsteins,
Troppers, Ribiats,
Meisters.
Special Mazel Tov
to our favorite
activist, radio

1-800-HI-FISHEL
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NEVER
KOSHER TOGETHER YISROEL

O’Fishel Kosher Caterers, Baltimore

personality, team
coach, columnist,
legal eagle, media
darling, and
O’Fishel alumnus
and his spousal
fitness guru-ette,
Aharon and Malkie
Raskas, on Ari’s
Bar Mitzvah. That’s
a chazaka for us,
but a first for Ari.

For All Your Food Service & Catering Needs

JULY FOOD SERVICE
SPECIAL 10. /person
95

(reg. $15.95)

30 person minimum

Great for Shuls, Graduation Parties
and Family Get-Togethers

Answer’s to Last M onth’s Brain Strain:
Q. Little Moshe “Quick Hands” Shapiro acquired a genuine half Shekel coin from the time of the Second Bais
Hamikdash. However, it was in a bag of 11 counterfeit coins.
Moshe knew that the only difference was that the phonies, which
weighed the same as each other, weighed slightly different than
the actual coin. Using his balance scale, he unequivocally
discerned which coin was his in three tries. How?

Crown rolls, Choice of Appetizer: Gefilte Fish, Soup,
Chopped Liver, Tossed Salad, Stuffed Cabbage,
Meatballs. Entree: Chicken, Deli Subs or Pepper Steak.
Two Side Dishes, Two Salads, Pickles. Dessert.

FREE Chocolate Fountain for events over

500 people

HELP WANTED
Secretarial/Office Support

TO PROVIDE EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE TO THE
MOST WONDERFUL — AND OFTEN PLEASANT &
COURTEOUS — CLIENTELE

O’FISHEL’S IS LOOKING FOR FULL-TIME
YEAR-ROUND HELP. Includes 50% health
benefits, 100% free parking, sneak previews of
ucoming O’Fishel ads, and free lunch (who said
there’s no such thing as a free lunch?).
$12-16/hour, based on exp.
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O'Fishel Kosher Caterers joins
the community in welcoming back and
profoundly thanking

Rabbi Mitchell
Ackerson
for the outstanding services he and ruba
d’ruba of our troops provide. As a
token of our appreciation,
Rabbi Ackerson and his family
will enjoy an O'Fishel MRE
(Most Respected Essen)
Shabbos Meal. Call to let
us know when you'd like it!
**We challenge all local businesses to
show appreciation and tangible support
to all our vets, who help ensure our continued
freedoms and opportunities.

Member of SH.O.F.A.R.

Most wedding dates
for the post-Tisha B'Av
season are now filled.
Call now for post-Sukkos dates
(and remember: you can make it
O'Fishel even before its official).
O'Fishel is proud to cater more
Kosher weddings (ihch ihcnvu)
with delicous Kosher food than
any other caterer in Maryland!
O'Fishel caters simchas at all finer
shuls and hotels, including:
Martin's West, Wyndham,
Michael's 8th Ave, Hiltons,
Marriott (Hunt Valley & Downtown),

Weekday Wedding
Packages from Only
$26/person* @ LJC

We do BBQ’s!
Your location
or ours.
Call for
B B Q2 G O
details!

Brain
Strain

We found several people at least as bright as
young Moshe Q. H. Shapiro, who were up to the
challenge. Some of them even show whether the counterfeit coins were heavier
or lighter than the real one. Here are their correct answers. If you submitted a
correct answer by June 5, call for your prize. To all others, close, but no cicada!
(1) If 5 is heavier, then real coin is coin 5. If 6 is
heavier, the real coin is coin 6.

Answer 1: Akiva Shavrick
Label the coins 1 – 12, and do three weighings:
1st Weighing

Left Pan
4, 8, 10, 11

Right Pan
1, 2, 5, 7

(1) If even, then real coin is coin 7. If 1 is heavier,
the real coin is coin 2. If 2 is heavier, the real
coin is coin 1.

If the left pan goes down, the value is -1. If it’s balanced, the
value is 0. If it goes up, the value is +1.
2nd Weighing

2, 4, 7, 12

3, 5, 6, 11

If the left pan goes down, the value is -3. If it’s balanced, the
value is 0. If it goes up, the value is +3.
3rd Weighing

5, 6, 10, 12

7, 8, 9, 11

If the left pan goes down, the value is -9. If it’s balanced, the
value is 0. If it goes up, the value is +9.
Add the three values and it will identify the genuine coin.

Answer 2: Aryeh Klugman
Begin by weighing coins 1-2-3-4 on one side, and coins 5-67-8 on the other side.
a) If even, then weigh coin 9 on one side, and coin 10 on
the other side.
i) If even, then weigh coin 11 on one side and coin 1
on the other side.
(1) If even, then real coin is coin 12, if not, the real
coin is coin 11
ii) If not even, then weigh coin 9 on one side and coin
1 on the other
(1) If even, the real coin is coin 10. If not, the real
coin is coin 9
b) If 1-2-3-4 is heavier, then weigh coins 5-6-1-2 on one
side and coins 3-9-10-11 on the other
i) If even, then weigh coin 7 on one side and coin 8
on the other side
(1) If even, then real coin is coin 4. If 7 is heavier,
the real coin is coin 8. If 8 is heavier, then real
coin is coin 7
ii) If 5-6-1-2 is heavier, then weigh coin 1 on one side
and coin 2 on
the other side
(1) If 1 is heavier, then real coin is coin 1. If 2 is
heavier, the real coin is coin 2

As the cicada season wanes,
in order to preserve their
memory (if you can’t afford
the gilded ones and only eat
Cholov Yisroel), please
submit your true (or
almost-true) anecdotes. If
we print your submission,
you will receive a supply of
??????????????

iii) If 7-9-10-11 is heavier, then weigh coin 1 on one
side and coin 2 on the other side.

iii) If 3-9-10-11 is heavier, weigh coin 5 on one side
and coin 6 on the other side
(1) If even, the real coin is coin 3. If 5 is heavier,
the real coin is coin 6. If 6 is heavier, the real
coin is coin 5
c) If 5-6-7-8 is heavier, then weigh coins 1-2-5-6 on one
side and coins 7-9-10-11 on the other side
i) If even, then weigh coin 3 on one side and coin 4
on the other side
(1) If even, then real coin is coin 8. If 3 is heavier,
the real coin is coin 4. If 4 is heavier, then real
coin is coin 3.
ii) If 1-2-5-6 is heavier, then weigh coin 5 on one side
and coin 6 on the other side.

Answer 3: Lara Diamond
Weighing 1: Balance coins {1, 2, 3, 4} against {5, 6, 7, 8}
Weighing 2: Balance coins {1, 5, 9, 10} against {2, 3, 6, 11}
Weighing 3: Balance coins {2, 7, 9, 12} against {1, 3, 8, 10}
Then the results are unique to the different coin. Look in the
"results" column: any weighing pattern uniquely identifies the
coin and whether it's heavier or lighter!
Diff coin &
lighter or
heavier

What is L side What is L side What is L side
of scale like for of scale like for of scale like for
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Weighing 2
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*Package prices may not include hall fees, taxes, tags and tips. Minimums may apply. Call for complete details. O’Fishel Kosher Caterers has
been under the continuous supervision of the Star-K since 1979. Our MD State food service permit is #196, and our catering license is #01-002.

STAIMAN DESIGN 410-580-0100

$

Thanks to the M.J. Berman Hebrew Academy of Greater Washington for making their
Spring Shabbaton Retreat O’Fishel in Washington County. Best of luck
to the grads, and a special Mazel Tov to Dr. Cliff & Barbara Price
on little Ari’s graduation. The first five people who can tell us how
many years the Prices have had a family member in the Hebrew
Academy or who get this ad signed by 5 Prices will Win O’Fishel
Cholent and Kugel for the family (and of course for the Prices)!

